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ABSTRACT
Fouling in heat exchangers is one of the major
problems in chemical process industries, especially in
refineries and considered as the main source for energy loss,
reaching up to 2% of the refinery’s total energy
consumption. In the recent years, due to the challenging
refinery margins, there is a profound interest in minimizing
the energy consumptions in all oil refinery applications. As
fouling formation occurs, the heat transfer capacity of the
exchangers decrease; thus higher heat load is required in the
furnace which leads more fuel gas/ fuel oil consumption in
the furnace. Also, the amount of greenhouse gas emissions
increase. This paper aims proper fouling management,
which is based on heat exchanger simulation, data
monitoring and fouling prediction. For this purpose, a
method for monitoring the exchanger fouling factor, Rf, is
developed by simulating the crude oil unit preheat train. By
considering the effects of physical and chemical properties
such as temperature, pressure, composition, etc. of both tube
and shell flows of each exchanger, the clean heat transfer
conditions are being simulated. The fouling factor (or
fouling resistance), Rf, is monitored using this clean heat
transfer coefficient and the actual heat transfer coefficient
obtained from real time data. The simulation results (clean
case), were found to be consistent with real time data taken
after the cleaning period from refinery crude oil distillation
unit.
INTRODUCTION
In a refinery, crude oil is first introduced to the
atmospheric crude oil distillation unit; where it is being
separated into its fractions such as LPG, naphtha, kerosene,
diesel and atmospheric residue due to their different boiling
points. Crude distillation is an energy intensive process
reaching up to 14% of the total refinery energy
consumption. In the current process, the crude oil is being
heated via products (light, heavy distillates and atmospheric
residue) and pump-around streams in first and second preheat exchanger trains prior to the crude oil distillation
furnace. In order to reduce the energy consumption in the
furnace, the efficiency of the heat exchangers in the preheat
trains is very crucial. However, as the process goes on, due
to the chemical and physical nature of the streams, fouling
formation occurs on heat exchange surfaces and affects the

heat exchangers’ thermal and hydraulic performance
negatively. Fouling is mainly defined as the formation of
deposits on heat exchange surfaces due to sedimentation,
crystallization, biological growth, chemical reactions,
corrosion products, freezing or their combination [1,2]. The
deposit formation due to chemical reactions may be
complex in nature, and will include several mechanisms
such as autoxidation, polymerization, cracking or coke
formation. If there is ambient oxygen, it will catalyze the
gum formation which is usually seen in hydro-processing
units. Gum-like material will also be observed in jet fuel,
gas oil and similar products upon heating due to the
precipitation of paraffinic hydrocarbon mixtures [3]. Thus,
temperature, pressure and flow rate are important operating
parameters which affect the fouling formation. Usually, the
temperature increase will lead to an exponential increase in
the chemical reaction rates; pressure increases the solubility
of the oxygen thus will increase the gum formation rate.
Flow rates, however, will have a reverse effect such that
higher velocities make it difficult for deposits to attach to
the surface.
Fouling in the crude oil preheat trains is considered as
~20% of all heat exchanger fouling [4]. Therefore, there is a
profound interest in cutting down the energy losses due to
fouling by proper monitoring and prevention methods. The
fouling of a heat exchanger can be monitored via the overall
fouling resistance, Rf . Rf, is defined as the difference
between dirty and clean overall heat transfer resistances and
shown as;
Rf = 1/Ud - 1/Uc

(1)

It might be easier just to follow the dirty heat transfer
resistances through real time data of the refinery, however
in order to monitor fouling, one will need the clean heat
transfer resistances for the same flow and operation
conditions of that heat exchanger. Thus, simulating the
exchanger is inevitable.
Monitoring is of vital importance in both observing the
actual fouling resistances and modeling fouling rates. Polley
et al. [5] monitored the crude oil fouling to extract fouling
model parameters. They proposed a short-cut approach by
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asssuming linear variations off the temperatu
ure (wall or fi
film)
and
d showed thaat Ebert and Panchal equaation gives beetter
ressults than ESD
DU model. Liiporace et al. [6] describedd an
onlline heat exchhanger perform
mance evaluattion system baased
on rigorous simuulation of the equipment to
o predict bothh the
dirty and clean ooverall heat trransfer coefficcient. A real-ttime
com
mparison betw
ween these tw
wo values was a measure off the
acttual performannce of the heaat exchanger and/or
a
that off the
preeheat train.
ETHODOLO
OGY
ME
This paper gives an insigght on the meethodology driiven
in order to moniitor fouling inn a refinery crrude oil plantt via
oveerall fouling rresistance, Rf. In this respeect, a softwarre is
dev
veloped in orrder to calcuulate the clean
n and dirty hheat
tran
nsfer resistancces by using real
r time refin
nery data, suchh as
tem
mperature, preessure, flow, distillation
d
datta of each streeam
and
d heat exchannger design sppecifications’. For this purppose,
thee crude oil plant first (upsttream of desaalter) and seccond
(do
ownstream off desalter) preheat heat excchanger trainss are
cho
osen as pilot; and temperatture indicatorss are placed inn all
inleet and outlet streams of booth shell and tube sides off the
excchangers. Thee schematic view
v
of the prrocess is givenn in
Fig
gure 1 and 2.

coeefficient’s calculations. The
he iterations continue
c
until the
assumed outlet temperaturess are close to the calculaated
outtlet temperattures in thee predetermiined confideence
inteerval. These outlet
o
temperaatures are, then
n the clean ouutlet
tem
mperatures off the heat eexchanger an
nd represent the
maaximum perforrmance of thee heat exchang
ger. By using the
opeerational outllet temperatuures the dirtty heat trannsfer
coeefficient can be
b calculated. The differen
nce between dirty
d
and
d clean heat trransfer resistaances gives th
he overall foulling
resistance, Rf. By
B following this procedu
ure for real time
t
m
datta, Rf, can be monitored.
Inpu
ut the configurat
ation of HE and required
flo
ow conditions fo
for tube and shell sides
Assume inititial ΔT1 and ΔT
T2
Δ

Δ

,

Callculate average temperatures, Tav-t and
Tav-s, for shell aand tube side flluids
Calcculate the valuees of physical prroperties
at Tav-t and Tav-s (cp, ρ, µ, k)
k

Caalculate
and Uc using ph
hysical
properties
p
of fluuids and geometrical
properties off heat exchangeer.
Solve the energy bbalance equatio
ons and
callculate the new
w values of Ts-o and
a Tt-o

m of desalter)
Figure 1: Fiirst Preheat Trrain (upstream
abs

0.1 or
abs

0.1
1

Yes

Figure
F
2: Secoond Preheat Trrain (downstreeam of desalteer)
The real tiime data obtaained from th
hese indicatorrs is
pro
ocessed in thee developed sooftware. The general
g
algoriithm
is given
g
in Figuure 3. First off all, both tub
be and shell side
inleet and outlet temperature differences are
a assumed. By
usiing the inlet teemperatures and
a these assu
umed temperaature
diffferences, it computes ouutlet temperaature, iterativvely.
Fro
om inlet andd iterative ouutlet temperature, the averrage
tem
mperature is ffound and all physical prop
perties of stre ams
aree evaluated at this temperatture with the usage of the A
API
Daata book relevvant correlatioons [7]. Afterrwards, Kern and
Bell-Delaware aapproach is foollowed for cllean heat trannsfer
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RE
ESULTS & D
DISCUSSION
N
The developed softwarre was used to monitor the
fou
uling in crudee distillation unit first and
d second prehheat
excchangers. As discussed before,
b
tempeerature indicaators
weere placed onn the inlet annd outlet streeams in orderr to
obttain real timee process dataa. During thee installation, the
heaat exchangerrs were also cleaned meechanically. The
aveerage cleaningg period for a crude oil unit heat exchannger
is around
a
3-4 yeears. Thus, duuring a couplee of months aafter
thee cleaning, it is expeccted to obseerve operatioonal
tem
mperatures to be close to the clean ou
utlet temperatuures

mputed via the software; thhus Rf is aroun
nd zero. Figurre 4
com
sho
ows operation
nal and simullated tube ou
utlet temperatuures
for the first preheat exchangerrs. Heat exchaanger simulatiions
ormed with ccommercial so
oftware. For the
werre also perfo
seccond preheat exchangers
e
(aat furnace inleet), the simulaated
tub
be outlet tem
mperatures cal
alculated via the commerrcial
sofftware and thee software deeveloped in th
his project, were
w
com
mpared with the
t real proceess data and th
hey are shownn in
Fig
gure 5 (E 12 heat exchangerr).

O
annd Simulated Tube
T
Outlet Temperatures
Figure 4: Operational

mmercial softtware (E12 exchanger)
Figuure 5: Compaarison with com
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CONCLUSION
The operational tube outlet temperatures of the clean
heat exchangers were found to be consistent with the
calculated outlet temperatures by using the software. Also,
it is observed that the results of the software developed were
closer to the operational data in comparison to the
commercial software.
NOMENCLATURE
cp: Specific heat capacity
HE : Heat exchangers
k: Thermal conductivity
LMTD: Log mean temperature difference
µ: viscosity
ρ: Density
Rf: Fouling resistance
Tav-t: Average temperature (tube side)
Tav-s: Average temperature (shell side)
Tt-in: Tube side inlet temperature
Tt-o: Tube side outlet temperature
Ts-in: Shell side inlet temperature
Ts-o: Shell side outlet temperature
Uc: Clean overall heat transfer coefficient
Ud: Dirty overall heat transfer coefficient
ΔT1 : Hot end temperature difference
ΔT2 : Cold end temperature difference

superscript
i: current iteration
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